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Abstract 

Cooperative vehicle platooning applications increasinglydemand realistic simulation tools to ease theirvalidation, 
and to bridge the gap between development andreal-word deployment. However, their complexity and cost,often 
hinders its validation in the real-world. In this paper wepropose a realistic simulation framework for vehicular 
platoonsthat integrates Gazebo with OMNeT++ over Robot OperatingSystem (ROS) to support the simulation of 
realistic scenarios ofautonomous vehicular platoons and their cooperative control. 
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Abstract— Cooperative vehicle platooning applications in-
creasingly demand realistic simulation tools to ease their
validation, and to bridge the gap between development and
real-word deployment. However, their complexity and cost,
often hinders its validation in the real-world. In this paper we
propose a realistic simulation framework for vehicular platoons
that integrates Gazebo with OMNeT++ over Robot Operating
System (ROS) to support the simulation of realistic scenarios of
autonomous vehicular platoons and their cooperative control.

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular Platooning (VP) is an emerging application

of the new generation of safety-critical Cooperating Cyber

Physical Systems. Although VP can increase fuel efficiency

and road capacity, by having vehicle groups traveling close

together, VP presents several safety challenges, considering

it heavily relies on wireless communications, and upon a

set of sensors that can be affected by noise. The ETSI

ITS-G5[10] is considered as the enabler ready-to-go com-

munications technology for such applications, and although

there has been extensive analysis of its performance [8],

[9], [11], the understanding of its impact upon the safety

of these Systems of Systems (SoS) is rather immature.

Hence, extensive testing and validation must be carried out

to understand the safety limits of such SoS by encompassing

communications. However, the expensive equipment and

safety risks involved in testing, demands for comprehensive

simulation tools that can as accurate as possible mimic the

real-life scenarios, from the autonomous driving perspective

as well as from the communications perspective. The Robotic

Operating System (ROS) framework is already widely used

to design robotics applications, and aims at easing the

development process by providing multiple libraries, tools

and algorithms, and a publish/subscribe transport mecha-

nism. On the other hand, several network simulators are

available and capable of carrying out network simulation

of vehicular networks. Nonetheless, these remain mostly

separated from the autonomous driving reality offering none

or very limited capabilities in terms of evaluating cooperative

autonomous driving systems. In this work, we carried out the

integration of a well-known ROS-based robotics simulator

(Gazebo) with a network simulator (OMNeT++), enabling

a powerful framework to test and validate cooperative au-

tonomous driving applications. Currently, most relevant sim-

ulation frameworks focus on enabling an integration between

traffic and network simulators, supporting the evaluation of

Inteligent Traffic Systems (ITS), e.g., VSimRTI [1], Artery

[3]. Some support vehicular platooning applications, such

as Webots[4], VISSIM[6], CORSIM[7]. However, all these

come short in comparison with the advanced simulation

and capabilities of a robotics simulation framework such as

Gazebo, which is developed from scratch to enable a realistic

simulation environment for autonomous systems via accurate

physical modelling of sensors, actuators and vehicles, while

harnessing the power of the ROS development environment.

Plexe [2], extension of Veins, aims at enabling platooning

simulation, by integrating OMNeT++, SUMO [5] together

with a few control and engine models. However, similarly

to previous examples, it lacks the power of ROS and only

enables the test of longitudinal platooning i.e., no lateral

control, and lacks support of a ITS-G5 communication stack,

the standard for C-ITS applications in Europe. Hence, this

work, is the first to integrate ROS and a network simulator

supporting a full stack of the ETSI ITS-G5.

II. FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE

Our simulation framework builds over the Veins simu-

lator and the Vanetza communications stack implementa-

tion, borrowing and extending much of the middle-ware

components from the Artery framework. It relies on ROS

publish/subscribe mechanisms to integrate OMNeT++ with

Gazebo, represented by blue arrows at Figure 1. Each OM-

NeT++ node represents a cars network interface and contain

a Vehicle Data Provider (VDP) and a Robot Middleware

(RM). VDP is the bridge that supplies RM data from

the Gazebo simulator. RM uses this data to fill ITS-G5

CAMs data fields (i.e Heading, Speed values) through the

CaService that proceeds to encode this data fields in order to

comply with ITS-G5 ASN-1 definitions. RM also provides

GPS positions to position the nodes in the INET mobility

module. Regarding synchronization, OMNeT++ is an event-

driven simulator and Gazebo is a time-driven simulator,

thus synchronizing both simulators represented a challenge.

A synchronization module was implemented in OMNeT++,

relying on ROS /Clock topic as clock reference, which sched-

ules a custom made OMNeT++ message for this purpose

(syncMsg) to an exact ROS time, forcing the OMNeT++

simulator engine to generate an event upon reaching that

timestamp.



Fig. 1. Framework Architecture

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The simulation is composed of three vehicles modeled

from a Toyota Prius running a PID-based platooning control

model [9] that solely relies on Cooperative Awareness Mes-

sages (CAM) to maintain the platooning service, with a safe

distance set to 8 meters. Different CAM sending frequencies

were evaluated (10 Hz - 2.5 Hz). At the lower frequency

value, the second car fails to keep up with the leader vehicle.

Fig. 2 presents a quick overview on how data flows from

carXs sensors into carYs control application, following a

CAM transmission between different nodes in OMNeT++.

NodeX and nodeY represent the vehicles network interfaces.

We analyzed the impact of different CAM exchanging fre-

quencies (Fig.3) on the platoon-following behavior of the

second car, regarding the longitudinal distance and steering

angles. This provides us with a good perception on how the

different frequencies affect the PID longitudinal control of

the car. Earlier iteration values confirm that the platooning

starts from parked position, and the follower only starts

platooning after the leader starts moving, thus the follower

needs to accelerate to catch up to its leader. It is also clearly

noticeable, in the 0.4s period around iteration 700, the car

lost track of the leader vehicle, making a stop and the leader

kept going forward. At higher CAM sending frequencies, we

can observe that the PID controller shows better stability,

and the inter-distance stability improves. The same is visible

for the steering behavior. Again, like in the previous graph,

around the 700 iterations mark, we can notice the steering

angle of the car staying at zero, as it lost track of its

leader and stopped. Regarding the other runs on different

frequencies, we can get a similar comparison to the previous

one, where we can, notice that the PID steering control

becomes more stable the higher the CAM sending frequency.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Initial validation confirms a positive feedback between

the network simulation parameters and its effect in the

platooning control model. Further validation is to be carried

out regarding the impact of the introduced simulator delay,

impact of different network parameters and the performance

of other platooning control models.

Fig. 2. Data workflow

Fig. 3. Vehicle inter-distances and steering angles
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